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A brief history

HRD Summit 

Who are Charles Stanley?

Who?
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Our network offices

Where?HRD Summit 

Where - The Charles Stanley Group

Bath

Birmingham

Bournemouth

Cambridge

Cardiff

Dorchester

Eastbourne

Edinburgh

Exeter

Guildford

Ipswich

Leeds

Leicester

London

Manchester

Norwich

Oxford

Plymouth

Southampton

Southend-on-Sea

Tunbridge Wells

Wimborne
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(or die)

Why?HRD Summit 

Why we had to Change
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New CEO

What?HRD Summit 

The start of our transformation
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Outlined by Paul in 2016 Group Report and Accounts

What?HRD Summit 

Measurement of Success

3 key areas:

Client satisfaction

Equity market rating

Engagement
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A Rallying Call

Why?HRD Summit 

How?

Video 1 - Journey



HRD Summit 
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The prospect of change 

can be disturbing.

They need to feel involved

How?HRD  Summit

Change impacts people
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• HR

• Strategic Planning

• Change Management

• Internal Communication

– all new concepts for Charles 
Stanley

but how to do it…?

From a  standing start

How?HRD Summit 

Feeling our way
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Dependent on our people

How?HRD Summit 

How?
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Support, coordination, expertise and active involvement

How?HRD Summit 

HR’s Role

HR activities have included:
• Renegotiation of remuneration
• Divestments and M&A
• OD and governance refresh 
• Coaching & mentoring
• Training and career paths development
• Performance management
• Managerial support
• Recruitment
• Reward and recognition
• Health & well-being
• Relocations and office closures
• Introduction of new HR & payroll system
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All needed focus and coordination

How?HRD Summit 

Actions in 2015 - 2016

• Employee and staff engagement survey

• Employee-led change through:

• focus groups

• 8 work streams

• Enhanced communications

• Better Learning and Development – launch of Group 
Leadership Development Programme

• Performance Management

• Company & Departmental initiatives
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• Client Experience

• Growing our Assets

• Reward and Recognition

• Careers & Management

• Processes & Systems

• “One Charles Stanley” & Communication

• Leadership & Values

• Diversity & Inclusion

How?HRD Summit 

8 Work Streams
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Let me tell you about year two…

How?HRD Summit 

The journey continues
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Launching 2017

Why?HRD Summit 

How?

Video 2 - Mountain



HRD Summit 
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Based on the work streams’ efforts

How?HRD Summit 

Measurable impact

• 11% increase in year-on-year engagement score (from 56% to 67%)
• 36% increase in response to “My work gives me a feeling of personal 

accomplishment”
• Overall improvement seen in 95% of 2016 question responses
• Direct correlation between scores that showed significant improvement and the 8 

work streams  – these improvements ranged from 1% to 36% 
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“Awful firm, run by arrogant men” - Comments made on 8 April 2013 

HRD Summit 

Glassdoor review - Before

Pros
There are no benefits working there unless you are a public school boy and your daddy 
knows the MD. Easy 9-5 hours or if you have a good boss it's 4:30. Pockets of good people.

Cons
Everything about the place is bad, salaries the worst in the City, old boy network, men get 
the promotions, women don't, there is no progression, no bonus, no pay rise. Everyone is 
demotivated and demoralised. Feel sorry for the clients. Brokers think they are elite and so 
look down on everyone.

Advice to Management
The firm needs to be taken over and proper management installed. Top level of 
management do no work but just swan round the office looking important and shouting 
about nothing in loud voices.
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“A company on the up” - Comments made on 6 September 2017 

HRD Summit 

Glassdoor review - After

Pros
Positive career progression. A management that is passionate and listens to employees
A caring culture where talent is spotted and nurtured. Deep client focus on outcomes - the 
company really goes the extra mile for clients. Fun place to work with great socials and 
genuinely nice colleagues. Want to be here for the next 20 years.

Cons
Strategy needs continual challenge as the world is changing and wealth management is a 
commodity going digital. Some divisional heads are uncaring and need to go - one in 
particular and everyone knows who he is! Shambles.

Advice to Management
Keep doing what you are doing. Keep listening to employees and strive to make things 
better and better. The focus is right, the CEO is brilliant - he just needs to make a few 
tweaks to his senior team to take the less caring divisional heads out of the equation to 
really move forward.
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Crucial for a cultural transformation

Downward 

Team meetings

Mentoring

Buddying for new joiners and 
transfers

Brown bag sessions

Café /Break Out areas in new HQ

Horizontal: Inter-colleague

Engagement Surveys

Suggestions box

Focus groups

Reports

Programme & policy feedback

Colleague nominations

Upward

Multi–departmental work-streams 

Leadership development/ILM 
programme

Action learning sets

Mentoring and coaching

Project collaboration

Horizontal: Cross divisional

CEO briefings

Town Hall/Road Show sessions

Ask ExCo

Annual Group & Senior Leaders 
conference

Videos 

1-2-1s

How?HRD Summit 

Internal Communications
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Focus and coordination

How?HRD Summit 

Actions in 2016 - 2017

• Values

• Governance refresh

• HR Director appointed to Executive Committee

• Women in Finance Charter

• Coaching and mentoring schemes

• Launch of PTP

• Managerial training, up-skilling & apprenticeships

• 100% of employees had appraisals
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Technology based

Electronic – emails; screensavers; 
desktop news; on-line Chatstand and 
other briefings; conference calls

Print – In-house magazine; recognition 
newsletters; posters; M&Ms with 
Values symbols printed on them

In person

Face-to-face – 1-2-1s, cascades; conferences; 
briefings; site visits; consultation forums; town 
halls; round table discussions, recognition 
prizes

Workspace – office move provided a café;  
mugs; notice boards; info on screens in 
reception; sports clothing and umbrellas; etc..

How?HRD Summit 

Getting the Message across
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How?

How?HRD Summit

Growing the Gorilla
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Some of our achievements

ProgressHRD Summit

We have grown the gorilla

• Increased assets under management 
(£24bn end of March 2018 – 17.1% increase from £20.5bn at 31 March 2016 
and now at £24.9bn)

• Marked increase in account openings across all business areas, especially CSD
• Successfully attracting industry leaders to join the team
• Effective marketing initiatives
• Losses reduced in 2016 by £5.8 million
• Higher levels of customer satisfaction
• 12 Industry and professional awards in 2016 and 2017 
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Progress has been driven through focus, involvement and 
communication

What?HRD Summit 

Success
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Client Satisfaction

2017: 8.7 overall Satisfaction 
(vs. 8.2 industry average)

54.6% Net Promoter Score 
(vs. 36.5% industry average)

Equity market rating

Back in profit

Healthier share price 

(£246.53 in Nov. 2016 
to  £400.00 Jan. 2018)

Engagement (EE Index) 

2016 11% increase 

(56% to 67% )

2017 6% increase 

(67% to 73%)

Progress

ProgressHRD Summit 

Against the strategic 3 criteria
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➢ Paul Abberley & Kate Griffiths-Lambeth 

Winners – Leadership 2017 Business Culture Awards

➢ Charles Stanley 

Winners – 2017 BOC  Brilliance in Employee 
Engagement

➢ Kate Griffiths-Lambeth

Highly Commended  - Change Excellence Award 
2017 Women in Investment

➢ Charles Stanley

Finalists in 2017 Employee Engagement Awards and 
shortlisted in 3 categories at HRD Awards tonight 

Recognition 2017
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We’ve proved that we can achieve success through our people

The way aheadHRD Summit 

We are ready for our next challenges


